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Abstract 
Bourgin, R.D. and SE. Howe, Shortest curves in planar regions with curved boundary, Theoretical 
Computer Science 112 (1993) 2155253. 
A general framework is presented for describing shortest curve algorithms and their time complexity 
in regions of the plane whose boundaries may be curved. An algorithm that accepts curved 
boundary Jordan regions along with given start and end points and produces the shortest curve 
between them is presented. Its time complexity is bounded by the product of the complexity of the 
region’s boundary and that of the output shortest curve. (When the region is a simple polygon with 
N vertices, the time bound is O(Nk), where k is the number of vertices in the shortest curve.) 
A second algorithm produces shortest curves in multiply connected regions with possibly curved 
boundary. 
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1. Introduction 
Many problems in computational geometry can be framed at various levels of 
generality. In the most genera1 setting, notions of efficiency may not even have 
obvious meaning and questions of efficient computation may give way to those of 
existence and uniqueness. As the framework is limited. algorithmic efficiency becomes 
the central issue. Examples abound: “art gallery” problems, locating the smallest or 
the largest circumscribed or inscribed geometric figure of a given shape, visibility and 
intersection questions, and shortest-path problems, among them. The genera1 setting 
is that of an n-dimensional topological disk or multiply connected region, while the 
computational setting has traditionally been that of regions with piecewise linear (PL) 
boundary. In the happiest of circumstances computations can be carried out effici- 
ently in a very genera1 setting and no compromise on generality is necessary. One such 
class of problems - that of shortest-path determination in R2 - will be discussed here. 
We will develop a natural framework for describing shortest-curve algorithms in 
planar regions with possibly curved boundary and evaluating their time complexity. 
Our framework is general enough to include all simply connected regions used in 
practical application and most multiply connected ones; only the most pathological 
boundaries are disallowed. (See Sections 2.2 and 4 for details.) Two algorithms are 
described. The first (in Section 3) is a shortest curve algorithm for Jordan regions 
whose time complexity is a function of both input and output size. The algorithm 
relies on a geometric procedure which locates critical points of the shortest curve at 
each iteration. Bounds on the time required to perform various basic geometric 
computations like finding the point(s) on a curve furthest from a line appear in the 
complexity statement (Theorem 3.19). The second algorithm (in Section 4) produces 
shortest curves between two given points of multiply connected regions in RZ with 
possibly curved boundary. 
There are at least two approaches to relaxing PL restrictions. One is to mimic 
already established PL, algorithms in the curved boundary environment. This method 
has been successfully carried forward by Souvaine in her 1986 thesis [17] and 
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subsequently in [7-9, 141. In the case of shortest-path questions in Jordan regions, 
Melissaratos and Souvaine [14] generalize the PL shortest-path algorithm of Lee and 
Preparata [I 11. They show that the central idea - that of a funnel - carries over to the 
context of a Jordan region with little alteration. The more substantive hurdle is that 
this PL algorithm presumes an already triangulated simple polygon. Melissaratos and 
Souvaine produce a modified “triangulation” scheme for Jordan regions which is at 
once sufficiently similar to triangulation that the funnel methods still work, and which 
may apparently be created in linear time, following the methods of Chazelle [S]. 
Our approach to generalization beyond the PL environment is quite different from 
that just described; we believe it is new and will prove useful in contexts other than this 
one. The main ideas here were presented in 1985 in Cl]. By using methods which are 
insensitive to small boundary perturbation, we are able to concentrate on the local 
topological properties of the geometric objects we construct. The following observa- 
tion motivates our work: as the boundary of a Jordan region is continuously 
perturbed, the shortest curve joining given points within that changing region also 
undergoes a continuous perturbation. (The central ideas underlying this observation 
may be found in [3].) In particular, the general shape of a shortest curve is insensitive 
to small perturbations of the boundary of the region. The idea of our first algorithm, 
then, is to find linear-time methods for determining the general shape of a shortest 
curve between given points, and then to refine that information iteratively. The key to 
finding the general shape is the analysis of a Jordan sequence naturally associated 
with the problem. Once this is done, the algorithm becomes more technically involved 
in order to obtain sufficient information at each step to bound the number of required 
iterations. 
The methods and the points of view in our approach and that of Souvaine et al. are 
entirely different, but, remarkably, the boundaries treated by the two approaches are 
identical. Other striking similarities give rise to optimism that the framework in these 
approaches is, in some sense, the right one. 
Local characteristics of shortest curves suggested the boundary restrictions made in 
this paper. (See [4] for a thorough analysis of the simply connected case; the multiply 
connected case is a direct extension.) We require that the boundary consist of finitely 
many “spirals” (Definition 2.4), each of which satisfies the elementary computational 
constraints detailed in assumption A3 of Section 2.2. This assumption forces different 
restrictions on the boundary, depending on whether a finite- or an infinite-precision 
model of computation is used. For finite-precision models practically any curve, 
whether it be polynomial, trigonometric, exponential or otherwise, could be used in 
the description of a portion of the boundary. The geometrical constructs of assump- 
tion A3 must then be carried out within the limits of precision set forth. On the other 
hand, if an infinite-precision model is assumed, the curve restrictions are severe. 
Linear and quadratic polynomials with rational coefficients may be used, but cubic 
polynomials and most other functions can cause overwhelming difficulties. 
Throughout this paper, R denotes a Jordan region in R2 and c?R its boundary; s and 
e are fixed (start and end) points in R. For any two points x and y of R, we let SC [x, y] 
denote a shortest curve between x and 4‘ in R. One by-product of our first algorithm is 
a curve in R, denoted CE [s, e], which is an approximation to SC [s, e]. CE [s, e] may 
be of practical use. Not only can it be determined in time linear in the appropriate 
variables, but also it is eusy to construct in practice. Moreover, its convex hull 
coincides with that of SC[s, r]. Finally. if one’s goal is to produce a “reasonably” short 
path, CE[s, e] itself may do. If CE[s, r] is not sufficiently short. each unacceptably 
long “section” of CE[s, e] could be replaced by the resulting by-product of the 
algorithm applied, not to s and e this time, but rather to the endpoints of that section. 
Section 2 contains background information about shortest curves in Jordan regions 
from [4] as well as the statement of a result on the number of mutual tangents between 
two spirals. (The latter result is the key to the reduction of the continuous geometric 
problems faced in both algorithms to finite ones.) Some of this background informa- 
tion motivates the form of the restrictions we place on r’R required by the first 
algorithm. Other results will be used in that algorithm’s description and complexity 
analysis. Section 3 contains a complete description of the algorithm and its complex- 
ity. The section begins with an example which highlights some of the basic features of 
the algorithm. A brief final section outlines the second algorithm and the statement of 
its time complexity. 
2. Preliminaries 
There are several notions and results from [4] central both to the formulation of 
our assumptions about ?R and to the verification of claims concerning our first 
algorithm. These are gathered below. The only new result in this subsection is 
Theorem 2.13, which allows us to discretize a geometric construction which at first 
glance might seem to require infinite iteration of an approximation procedure (cf. 
Section 3.8). 
Definition 2.1. A halfdisk is the intersection of a closed circular disk with a closed 
halfspace whose bounding line passes through the center of the disk. The cmter of the 
halfdisk is the center of the corresponding disk. 
Definition 2.2. Let s~2R. We say that there is (I halfdisk centered ut .Y in R if some 
halfdisk centered at .Y is contained in R, and that there is a halfdisk centered ut 
.Y outside R if there is a halfdisk with center Y whose interior is disjoint from R. 
Definition 2.3. Let C be a nonempty closed, connected subset of ?R. Then C is 
pointwise cwwe.x relatice to R if either 
(a) C is a singleton set [.Y) and there is a halfdisk centered at .Y in R; or 
(b) C contains more than one point and at each nonendpoint .Y of C there is 
a halfdisk centered at x in R. 
If C contains more than one point, we say that C is pointwise concuve relative to 
R provided there is a halfdisk centered at each nonendpoint of C which is outside R. 
We shall sometimes abbreviate these conditions as “C is pointwise convex (concave)” 
when R is understood. 
We adopt the convention that no pointwise concave subset of JR contains any line 
segment. Thus, each line segment in ?R will be considered a pointwise convex, but not 
a pointwise concave, subset of the boundary. 
Pointwise convex and pointwise concave sections form the building blocks of the 
boundaries of the regions we consider, and it will be useful, in what follows, to 
characterize them geometrically (see Fig. 1). 
Intuitively, the graph of a convex continuous function on a compact interval of the 
real line R, arbitrarily rotated, is pointwise convex or pointwise concave relative to 
any Jordan region which contains it on its boundary. We might even expect that the 
same conclusion holds more generally for any curve which may be spiral-like towards 
each end and which is, in some neighborhood of each nonendpoint, the possibly 
rotated graph of some convex continuous function. The following definition and 
theorem describe the links between these notions. I” denotes the interior of I. 
Definition 2.4. Let R* denote the extended real line with the usual topology at + m. 
Let I be a nondegenerate closed interval in R* (possibly of infinite length) and 
F: I+R2 a homeomorphism parameterized by arclength on I. F is said to be a spiral if 
there is a monotone functionf: 13+R which 
l has no jumps of size rt or greater, and 
Fig. I. Each ST is a maximal pointwise convex set; B: is a singleton. SC [s, r] is completely determined by 
the list ~~((s=p,,p,.....p,=~). HD is a halfdisk in R centered at Y. The unmarked sections of ?R are 
pointwise concave. 
l some Toni has the property that 
F(t)=F(to)+ ,i/-(xl dx 
for each tEl”. 
(The functionJ’may be identified with the direction of the forward derivative of the 
spiral function.) 
The connection between spirals and pointwise convex (concave) subsets is: 
Theorem 2.5. Let C he a pointwise c’onc’e.y (pointwise concave) subset of’the boundary of 
a Jordan region R tvhich contains more than one point. L,et 1 denote a closed interval qf 
R* (possibly infinite) whose length is the arclencgth of‘C und let F be a homeomorphism 
.fiom 1 onto C, parameterized by arclenyth. Then F is N spiral. Conversely, if F is a spirul 
with ranye C then there are Jordan recgions R, and R2 containing C in their boundaries 
in such a manner that C is pointwise cowes relatiw to R, and pointwise concaoe relative 
to R2. 
We will identify spirals with their ranges, thus blurring the distinction between 
spirals and nondegenerate pointwise convex (concave) subsets of the boundary of 
Jordan regions. Observe that only the most pathological curves (for example, those 
with infinitely many “waves”) fail to be finite unions of spirals. Thus, most planar 
curves arising in practice can be decomposed into a finite number of spiral pieces. 
Connections between the notions just introduced and shortest curves in R are 
indicated below. 
Notation 2.6. The closed section of a curve C between points .X and y of C will be 
written Cl:. (If C is the boundary of a Jordan region then there are two sections of 
C joining s and J’, and the meaning of C(; will be clear from its context.) 
Theorem 2.7. Jf x und y are twto points of a pointwise conwx subset C of C7R then 
SC [x, y] = c 1;. 
Theorem 2.8. Let C he II simple curve in R joininy s and e. Then C = SC [s, e] (f and only 
if’ C hus the ,ftillowiny two properties: 
(a) It is locully straight in R”. That is, Cn R consists of disjoint line segments. 
(b) Let z he a nonendpoint of C which helonys to c?R. Then,fi?r sufiriently small E>O 
there is a ha&lisk HD, centered at I? in R, of rudius E with HD” n C = 0, ,sucl~ that C does 
not “double-buck on itself” ut z. That is, If’ - HD denotes the closed halfdisk com- 
plementury to HD (so that HD u - HD is a closed disk) then C has nonempty intersec- 
tion with more thun one connected component of - HDn(R\, {z)). (We will wfer to such 
un HD us ~7 “non-doubling-b~l~k” ha!fdisk ,for C. See Fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 2. The path from p to q through z doubles back on itself. HD is a “non-doubling-back” halfdisk for the 
path from p to q’. It contains points of both hatched regions I and II. 
This theorem will be used extensively in Section 3.9 in the following ways. First, 
suppose that r is some point of ?R. In order to show that ~ESC[S, e], it suffices to show 
that SC [s, r] u SC [r, e] is a simple curve which does not double back at r. Often, r is 
defined by geometric conditions which easily guarantee the non-doubling-back condi- 
tion. Secondly, suppose that N, h,c, and d are four distinct points of R and that 
bESC[a, c] and cgSC[b, d]. Then the fact that Theorem 2.8 provides a local charac- 
terization of shortest curves forces SC [a, d] = SC [a, c] u SC [b, d]. 
In another direction, SC[s, e] may be characterized in terms of separation, much as 
a closed set may be characterized as being convex if and only if it is the intersection of 
the halfspaces containing it (see Fig. 6). 
Definition 2.9. We say that a point ZER can be strictly separuted from two other 
points s and e in R provided there is a nondegenerate segment [x,y] with x and y in 
(7R and (x, y) in R”, such that I? belongs to one component of R\ [x, y] while both s and 
e belong to the other component. 
Theorem 2.10. Let s, e, and z he points of a Jordan region R. Then ZESC[S, e] llfand only 
if z cannot be strictly separated from s and e in R. 
Here is another useful result along the same lines. co(C) denotes the convex hull of 
a set C. 
Theorem 2.11. Let C be a curue in R joininy s und e. Then SC[s,e] cco(C). 
The final result of this subsection describes the number of mutual tangents between 
two spirals. A proof may be found in [2]. To avoid any confusion, we make the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.12. Let S1 and SZ be spirals. A line M is said to be a mutual titngent 
between S1 and S2 if there are points xI~S1 n M and x2~SZ nM such that 
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(1) in some neighborhood of xi, Si lies in one of the closed halfspaces bounded by 
M for i=l and 2;and 
(2) the open segment (.Y, , x2) has empty intersection with S, u Sz. 
Figure 3 contains a picture of the extreme case of the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.13. Let S, ur~ti S2 he disjoint .spirds. There ure nt most sixrem mutu~d 
tungent.s hettvern thrrn. 
2.2. Assur~~ptions mtl (I theorrticrrl,fhotillK 
The regions R that we consider will satisfy assumptions Al. A2 and A3 below. 
Al. R is a Jordan region. That is, there is a homeomorphism from the closed unit 
disk onto R c R’. 
By virtue of the theorem of Schonilies (see [15]), assumption Al is equivalent to the 
seemingly weaker condition that ?R be homeomorphic to the unit circle. With 
restrictions on clR, we are able to eliminate pathological cases mathematically still 
possible but out of the question from the point of view of applications. Our second 
assumption eliminates much of this pathology. (For example, a Jordan region which 
contains in its boundary the graph of x sin(l/.u) in a neighborhood of .x=0 fails to 
satisfy the next assumption.) 
Fig. 3. Sixteen mutual tangents between two spirals 
A2. dR consists of finitely many connected closed subsets, B1 , . . . . BN, listed in the 
order in which they appear in a traverse of 3R keeping R” (the interior of R) on the left. 
Any two overlap at most at their endpoints. Each maximal pointwise convex set 
which is a singleton is in this list. (See Fig. 1 for a picture of one such singleton.) Each 
of the other sets in the list is either a pointwise convex or a pointwise concave subset 
of CR. 
The final assumption places mild computational restrictions on the input, as 
described in assumption A2 in order to remove the remaining troublesome pathology. 
(For example, no spiral with infinitely many loops can be in the boundary of the 
regions we consider.) The parameters Ci and Cl? which appear in the next assumption 
are described after its statement. 
A3. C’,* through C:, C,, CZ, and C3, are all finite. 
The following notation will be useful both for the description of the computational 
parameters mentioned in this assumption and later on in our analysis of i?R. See 
Fig. 1. 
Notation 2.14. The symbol B* will always mean a maximal pointwise convex subset 
of dR. (Note that if B* is a singleton -- say B* = { yj - then either 4’ is the common 
endpoint of two maximal pointwise concave subsets of ?R or, in the special case that 
i?R has the shape of a heart, (4’) is the endpoint of the indentation. This is the only 
point such that the entire boundary can be considered as a single pointwise concave 
set both starting and ending at y.) If x belongs to some pointwise convex subset of c?R 
then B*(x) denotes the maximal pointwise convex subset of c?R containing x. (If x is 
the common endpoint of two maximal pointwise convex subsets of irR, a statement 
about B*(x) is considered true if it is true for at least one of these two sets.) For all 
other XER, let B*(x)=@. 
In the subsequent list, B*, BF, Bj* denote fixed maximal pointwise convex subsets of 
GR, Bi and Bj denote given sections of ZR, as provided in assumption A2, and I denotes 
a given line segment. The parameters Ci and CT of assumption A3 are as follows: 
(O)*: Determination of the truth of the statement “In B* =@’ has complexity C,*. 
(1) and (l)*: Determination of all points of Bin I (B* nl) in the order of their 
appearance along Bi (B*) has complexity C1 (CT). 
(2) and (2)*: Determination of all mutual tangents between Bi and Bj (BT and Bj*), 
along with the points of tangency, has complexity CZ (CT). This same bound is 
assumed when Bi (B*) above is replaced by a given point of R; in this case “mutual 
tangents” will pass through the given point and will be tangent to Bj (BT). 
(3) and (3)*: Let M be a fixed line. Determination of all points (and in some cases, 
line segments) of Bi (B”) which maximize the distance to M has complexity C3 (CT). 
(4)*: Fix xs?R. The evaluation of B*(x) has complexity Cx. (If x is the common 
endpoint of two maximal pointwise convex subsets of dR, then the evaluation of B*(x) 
identifies both subsets.) 
(5)*: Suppose that x,~, and z are points of B *. Determination of which of these 
three points lies between the other two on B* has complexity CT. 
Let R be a Jordan region satisfying assumptions Al-A3. It follows from the 
finiteness of C, that each spiral in c?R has only finitely many loops. Using assumption 
A2 as well yields the fact that each line crosses ?R only finitely often. Indeed, bounds 
for these numbers may be found in terms of C: and N. the number of sections of c?R 
appearing in assumption A2. 
One final preliminary remark is in order. We have implicitly claimed that in the 
regions, R, satisfying the above three assumptions there is exactly one shortest curve 
joining the given points s and r. Hilbert established the existence of shortest curves 
provided there is SOMC~ curve in R of finite arclength joining these points ([6] or [4, 
Theorem 2.11). Under the same conditions, there is a unique shortest curve in 
R between them, though this fact was overlooked until recently ([4. Theorem 2.31 and, 
independently, [lS, Theorem 6.1, p. 1471). In fact, with proper interpretation, exist- 
ence and uniqueness can be established even without the finite-length-curve condition 
[4, Section 31. To establish that s and t’ can be joined in R by some curve of finite 
arclength, first observe that R is polygonally arcwise connected. Thus, any two points 
of R, each of which can be joined by a path of finite arclength in R to interior points of 
R, can themselves be joined in R by a curve of finite arclength. Now, if XER ‘, then 
some radius of the largest disk in R centered at x is a finite-length curve joining x and 
some point of ?R. Assumption A3, together with arguments involving Theorem 2.5, 
and the definition of a spiral establish that each pointwise convex or concave section 
of dR has finite arclength. Therefore, each two points of such an R can be joined by 
a path in R of finite length, as was to be shown. Existence and uniqueness of the 
shortest path follow. 
3. The algorithm for simply connected regions 
This section contains a description of an algorithm which produces SC [s, e] from 
input points s,e, and an appropriate description of c’R. An elementary example is 
presented first, followed by an outline of the two main procedures comprising the 
algorithm. Sections 3.333.7 then provide details of the algorithm for simple polygons. 
Sections 3.8 and 3.9 extend the algorithm to Jordan regions with curved boundary, 
and Section 3.10 contains an analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm. 
3.1. An elenzen tar!> ~~.xrmple 
The general algorithm is complicated by the need to deal with several details 
associated with exceptional cases; the basic ideas, however, are straightforward. In 
order to emphasize its underlying simplicity, we work through one typical application 
of the algorithm here. 
Fig. 4. 
Refer to Fig. 4 throughout this subsection. We seek the shortest path in R joining 
the points s and e of the figure. The line L through these points intersects aR in points 
which have been labelled in Fig. 4 with a consecutive string of integers. Identify these 
points of R with their labels so that, for example, the point 0 means the “leftmost” 
point of L n dR. If one traverse is made of 8R (starting at 1) with the interior of R on 
the left, then the list of labels, in the order in which they are traversed, is 
1 0 7 10 9 8 11 6 5 12 13 4 3 2. 
and if we ignore those numbers in the list which appear after the number 12, then the 
resulting list is 
1 0 7 10 9 8 11 6 5 12. 
The significance of the numbers 1 and 12 here is that 1 is the label of the first 
intersection point to the right of s, and 12 is the label of the intersection point just left 
of e. 
Note that each pair of consecutive labels in this list corresponds to a section of 2R 
whose endpoints lie on L but which, otherwise, lies entirely on one side of L. Now 
think of each such pair of consecutive labels as a rubber band in R which follows the 
appropriate section of dR. While holding the endpoints fixed, push, whenever possible, 
those rubber bands towards L while staying within R. The results of this motion are: 
(i) The rubber band between 1 and 0 will be pushed onto L between these same 
endpoints. 
(ii) The rubber band between 0 and 7 will be pushed so that it first follows 
L between 0 and 1, then follows SR between 1 and 2, then L again between 2 and 3, 
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then 2R between 3 and 4, then L between 4 and 5, iR between 5 and 6, and finally, 
L between 6 and 7. 
(iii) The rubber band between 7 and 10 cannot be pushed towards L while staying 
within R. It remains unchanged. A similar statement applies to the rubber band 
between IO and 9. 
(iv) Replace the rubber band between 9 and 8 by one that traverses L between these 
points. 
(v) Replace the rubber band between 8 and 11 by one that alternately travels along 
L and i;R between these points, and switches from one to the other at the points 
8,9,10,11. Similarly, replace the rubber band between 1 I and 6 by one which 
alternates between sections of L and CR, and does the switching at the points 
11, 10,7,6. 
(vi) The rubber band between 6 and 5 remains unchanged. The rubber band 
between 5 and 12 also remains unchanged. 
All this information may be summarized in the new expanded list, obtained from 
the previous one by making insertions: 
1012345671098910111076512. 
We may think of this new list as corresponding to a single rubber band lying in 
R whose endpoints are s and P, with loops of the rubber band corresponding to label 
repetitions in the list. Next, eliminate all such loops, i.e. delete all the labels in the list 
between any pair of identical labels and then delete all but one occurrence of each 
remaining label. The list now reads 
I 2 3 4 5 12. 
The corresponding rubber band path starts at s, goes to 1 along L, from 1 to 2 along 
?R, from 2 to 3 along L, from 3 to 4 along CR, from 4 to 5 along L, along CR from 5 to 
12, and finally, along L from 12 to r. This path is denoted CE[s, e]. (Note that its 
convex hull coincides with that of the shortest path in R joining s and e, as was 
remarked in Section 1.) 
There are three “intrusions” of L made by sections of CR belonging to CE[s,r]; 
namely, the sections of ?R between 1 and 2, between 3 and 4, and between 5 and 12. 
Moreover, there are geometrically distinguished points on (some of) these sections 
which belong to SC[s. e]. Indeed, the first two such sections (the ones between I and 2, 
and between 3 and 4) are “alike” in the sense that both intrude below L, while the third 
intrusion extends above L. Among the points of the first two sections of i?R, then, pick 
the one(s) furthest from L. Similarly, pick the point(s) of the third intrusion furthest 
from L. These points lie on CE [s, e] and, hence, can be listed in the order in which 
they are encountered in travelling this curve from s to r. These points may be shown to 
belong to SC[S,L’]. If we list these new points (along with s and P) in the traversal 
order, we obtain, in the notation of Fig. 4, the list 
To construct the shortest curve between s and e in our example, use the methods 
just presented three more times, with the roles of s and e replaced by each of the 
consecutive pairs s and x1, .x1 and .x2, and s2 and e from the above list. Doing so 
produces a new expanded list which is, in the notation of Fig. 4, 
s 4’1 .x1 2’2 y3 .x2 y4 e. 
The shortest curve in R joining s and e is the broken line whose vertices are the points 
of this list, in the order presented. 
This example should help clarify much of the detailed discussion which follows. 
Note that Fig. 5 is a curved version of Fig. 4, and that when the methods used above 
are applied to the region in Fig. 5, the results at each step are identical to those for 
Fig. 4. It is precisely this blindness to the detailed structure of the boundary which 
allows us to determine the general shape of SC [s, e] with equal ease in the two cases. 
3.2. The strcrteg!. 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 assert that SC[s,e] consists of alternating subcurves of the 
following two types: 
(1) line segments whose interiors lie in R” and whose endpoints are in 
?Ru (sl u (e}; and 
(2) pointwise convex subsets of ?IR. 
Because there are only finitely many maximal pointwise convex or concave subsets of 
?R, by assumption A2, another application of Theorem 2.7 shows that the number of 
Fig. 5 
line segments of type (1) is also finite. Suppose we could determine the endpoints of 
these line segments as they are encountered in a traverse of SC [s, e] from s to e. By 
adding s as the first point and e as the last point if they do not already appear there, we 
would have a list 
Y=(s=p,, PI)..., p,,=e). 
See Fig. 1. Then SC [s, e] could be constructed easily from Y: indeed, if (pi, pi + , ) c R 
then [pi, pi+ l]cSC[s,e]; otherwise, C7RlE+’ is pointwise convex and it is a subset of 
SC [s, e]. 
It follows that SC [s, e] can be completely described in terms of a finite list such as 
-55 displayed above. It is clear, moreover, that any finite list containing die in which 
additional points, all of which belong to SC[s, e], are interspersed with those of 2 as 
they appear in a traverse of SC[s, e] from s to e, will also serve to describe SC[s,e]. 
Our algorithm produces one such list, which will be denoted ysc. We will begin with 
the initial list y0 =(s,e) and iteratively call a procedure JORDANPATH which 
updates the current list 9;. The input consists of an ordered pair (x, y) of consecutive 
points of -%‘i such that both 
(a) [x, y]$ R; and 
(b) ZRi; is not pointwise convex. 
yi+l, the updated list which is produced on output, differs from yi only between 
x and I’, where a nonempty sequence of newly found points on SC [s, e] is inserted (the 
points being listed in the order in which they are encountered in a traverse SC[s, e] 1:). 
The algorithm terminates when no consecutive pairs in the current list satisfy the 
input criteria. 
JORDANPATH has two parts. The first suffices to determine ysc when c?R is 
piecewise linear. We isolate this part in a subprocedure, called POLYPATH, which 
deals mainly with the combinatorial aspects of the algorithm: the Jordan sequence 
manipulations, the identification of an invariant, and the extraction from that invari- 
ant of the new points in 2,,. It is the subject matter of Sections 3.3-3.7. 
When R has a curved boundary, however, infinitely many iterations of POLY- 
PATH may be required to determine the endpoints of the type (1) line segments. The 
second part of JORDANPATH must be invoked under these circumstances. Even 
with JORDANPATH, only approximations to these endpoints are produced at the 
intermediate stages. Nevertheless, in the final iterations of JORDANPATH, the exact 
endpoints of the line segments are found. Some of the technical complications in the 
algorithm’s verification are considerable for the curved boundary case (see, for 
example, Section 3.9) and it is important to keep in mind that each of the approximate 
endpoints produced at intermediate stages is itself a point of SC[s,e]. 
3.3. The Jotdun sequence 
Fix a reference frame for R2 oriented so that s and e lie on a horizontal line, L, with 
s to the left of e. Then the words “above” and “below” relative to L, and “left” and 
“right” on L, make sense and will be used frequently. 
The first step is to provide integer labels to certain points of LndR. These labels 
will form a consecutive string of integers which is increasing as we rnove left to right 
along L. In nondegenerate cases all points of LndR will receive labels, and the first 
intersection point to the right of s receives the label 1 (thus uniquely determining the 
remaining labels). The labelling process is slightly more involved when there are 
degeneracies (as, for example, when L touches, but fails to cross dR near some point). 
The following definition is useful in this regard. 
Definition 3.1. For any point xeLn (?R u {s, ei,) let [lx, r,] denote the largest interval 
of Ln R containing x. We say that L and ?R cross at x if precisely one of the 
conditions, [x, r,] n R” = 0 or [IX, x] n R’ =@ obtains. 
In general, provide ls with label 0 and Y, with label 1. (Thus s will have two labels 
when I, = rs = s.) For each crossing point x #s of L and dR assign 1, and rX the (unique) 
integer labels so that, reading left to right along L, the labels form an increasing 
sequence of consecutive integers. 
The sole exception to this rule occurs when e~dR but e is not a crossing point of 
L and SR. In this case provide e with two consecutive integer labels and increment 
each of the labels to the right of e by 2. The resulting collection of labels again forms 
an increasing string of consecutive integers as L is traversed left to right. Finally, let 
K denote the largest label of a point in the closed ray of L starting at e and extending to 
the left. 
If KG 1, then SC[s, e] = [s, e]. We, thus, assume below that K> 1. 
For any label i, let [i] denote the point of L n (3R whose label is i. The first step is to 
create the ordered list of labels which contains much of the topological information 
about SC[s, e] (as in the example of Section 3.1.) 
Terminology 3.2. Make one full traverse of dR in such a manner that R” is on the left. 
The Jordan sequence for R relatir;e to L is the circular list Y of labels of s and e (if they 
exist), and of the crossing points of L and 8R, listed as they are encountered on this 
traverse. In particular, then, the successor of the last label is the first label. (Store both 
labels when either s or e is double-labelled.) 
Definition 3.3. A string Y in a list Y is a sublist of 9 (perhaps empty) in which the 
successor relationship for Y coincides with that in 9 with the possible exception of 
the last element of 9. 
If ((a, h)) is a string in r then the set dR 1::; lies entirely in the upper halfplane or 
entirely in the lower halfplane bounded by L. Call 13RItii the “up” section or the 
“down” section of dR corresponding to ((a, b)). If now ((a, b, c>> is a string in Y and [b] 
is uniquely labelled then c!?RI~~, is a down section if c?RI~~! is an up section (and vice 
versa) since [h] is a crossing point of L and dR. 
Lemmas 3.4-3.6 will be needed for the manipulations with Y which follow. (Note: 
We avoid possible problems stemming from double labelling by interpreting 
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our results as referring to that label which makes the result true.) The proofs are 
transparent. 
Lemma 3.4. The sections of c?R corresponding to consecutioe pairs in J alternate 
between up sections and down sections. ([f a point has two labels then eliminate both 
those labels ,from .Y when reading the previous sentence.) Moreover, the string ((1, a>> 
corresponds to un up section procided [l] is (I crossing point qf c?R. 
Lemma 3.5. [f ((a, h)) is a string in .F then esactly one of a and b is ecen. 
Lemma 3.6. [f [a] is u point of R with unique label then the largest interval of L n R 
containing [a] contains points CI~ R“ to the immediate right qf [a] if a is even and it 
contains points of R” to the immediate left qf [a] if a is odd. 
3.4. The Jot&m sequence e.xpansion 
Consider a rubber band which connects s and e by the path in R which first follows 
-4, ‘I’, then ZRI~~~, and finally LIFK1 to e. This rubber band corresponds naturally to the 
string of .Y denoted by & obtained by truncating Y at ti, i.e., 
Now let ((ui, ui+ , > be a string in YT. We seek conditions under which the portion 
of the rubber band which lies along (7R lCa,, u, t II can be “moved” within R “towards” L. 
In this regard, observe that with the exception of some degenerate cases involving 
noncrossing points, (7R I,u,, ‘“‘+“u[[ai],[ai+,]] bounds a Jordan region, say RI. If 
max i”i> ui+ I j 1 is even then there is a neighborhood of ?RItz:,“’ within RI which lies 
exterior to R, making it impossible to “move” the portion of the rubber band along 
?RIt;:; I1 towards L within R. However, if min (a,, a,, 1, 1 is even then there is a neigh- 
borhood of i3R I,n,l [“* ” in R 1 which lies within R, and such movement is possible. 
Define an expansion of ,YT which corresponds to the above-mentioned rubber band 
movement as follows. Assume that (((I~, ai+ 1 >> is a string in & for which min {ai. ai+ 1 1, 
is even. For convenience, assume as well that ((ui, ai+ 1 >> represents an up section of 
dR. (Otherwise, reverse “up” and “down” in this and the following paragraph.) Note 
then that ui is odd and ~~=rnax (ui, LIP+ 1,. ’ Inductively, define hj as follows: 
(a) ho=Ui; 
(b) hzj+1=b,j+(-l)“‘; 
(c) Of the two strings of length two in Y which have bzj+ 1 as one of their labels, 
pick that string which represents an up section, and let bzj+ 2 be the other label in this 
string. 
(d) Terminate the expansion when, for some k, b,,, 1 =cli+ 1. 
(Note: Martin [ 131 has pointed out that an alternative description of b2j+ 2 in (c) is as 
- 
the predecessor m Y of b2j+ 1. 1 
The expansion ((Ui = ho, . . . , hzk + I = ui+ 1 >>, of ((ai, Ui+ 1 >>, may be regarded as the 
result of moving the rubber band within R from its initial position along iJRI!E:;” to 
one which starts at [Ui] and travels along L towards [Ui+ i] until some point of 2R is 
encountered. If this point differs from [ai+ i] then the rubber band follows dR along 
the only up section starting at this point. Upon regaining L, this process is repeated. 
Alternate travel within R along L and up sections of c?R eventually leads to [ai+i]. 
Terminology 3.7. The exp~msiorz of .Y is the list YE:T obtained by replacing each string 
of length two in .& in which the odd label is the larger of the two by the expansion of 
that string according to the above discussion. 
We can immediately establish a bound on the size of .FET. Indeed, 
Lemma 3.8. A label can uppeur at most three times in .FET. 
Proof. The up sections containing a point [m] are nested (as are the down sections 
containing [ml); so, m can occur in the expansion of at most one up section and at 
most one down section. Since m occurs exactly once in ,7, the maximum number of 
times it can occur in YET is three. As described in Section 3.1, the label 10 appears 
three times in .FEET for Fig. 4. cl 
This lemma will be of use in the complexity analysis in Section 3.10. 
3.5. Espunsion collupse 
The list .Y& may contain cycles (loops) or “near loops”: 
(i) A loop is a string of the form ((a, . , a>> in .?rET. 
(ii) If u is an even integer, a substring of -FEET of the form ((a, . . , u + 1) or of the form 
((a + 1, . , a>> is called a neur loop. 
We will also use the terms “loops” and “near loops” for the physical counterparts 
covered by the rubber band corresponding to these combinatorial structures. Now 
transform YET into 5&r by replacing each loop ((a, . , a>> in rYEET by the singleton 
((a>, and each near loop ((u, . , u + l>> (alternatively, ((a + 1, . . . , a>>) for a even by 
((a, a + 1> (alternatively, ((u + 1, u>>). 
Terminology 3.9. The list rcE1.(s, e) is called the collapsed expansion ofF+om s to e. 
When s and e are understood, this will be abbreviated .YcET. 
The rubber band corresponding to 9&r results from that corresponding to YET by 
removing all loops and by replacing each near loop by the rubber band which follows 
the segment of L joining its ends. (As each near loop may be shown to be subsumed by 
an encompassing loop, it is not formally necessary to include near loops in the 
collapse. The complexity is not altered by the inclusion of this pedagogical step. 
Moreover, it is a consequence of the nesting properties of Jordan sequences that 
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changing the order of loop removal does not alter the final outcome.) The curve 
corresponding to YcET is canonical, and as we shall see, has characteristics of SC [s, e] 
critical to our arguments. 
Notation 3.10. Let .Y and _r be distinct points of R. The directed curve in R from x to 
y along the rubber band path corresponding to the collapsed expansion of the Jordan 
sequence for start point .Y and endpoint J’ will be denoted CE[x,~]. 
Each string (([I~, f~i+ 1)) of .FcET corresponds to either an up section of ?R, a down 
section of iR, or to a segment of Ln R. Mark each such length-two string with the 
appropriate letter label U (for “up“), D (for “down”), or L. More generally, given any 
string 9 in Yc,,, associate the appropriate letter label with each substring of .Y of 
length two. 
Definition 3.11. Let .‘/’ be a string in .Y -cET. If the list of letter labels for .‘Y alternates 
between [J’s and L’s, and both begins and ends with U’s, as in U, L, U, L, . . . . U, L, U, 
then .‘/’ is called an up swing for .FcET. An up string for .YcET which is not properly 
contained in any other up string for .YcE7 is called a rnnximal up string.ftir ,Fc,,,. (Thus, 
the simplest maximal up string has the form ((ai, ai+, >> with label U.) Define down 
strimgs and rnaxirmrl dmvn strinys for -FcET similarly. 
Divide .FcET into strings each of which is either a maximal up string, a maximal 
down string, or a srparutor striny, i.e., a string of length two with label L between 
a maximal up (down) and a maximal down (up) string. 
Notation 3.12. .TICET is the list whose elements are the maximal (up or down) strings of 
YcET and the separator strings. The order of these elements in %?rcET is the natural one 
induced by the ordering in ,YcET. 
For the example of Section 3.1, 
while Y,cET. has three elements which are, in order, 
(i) (((1 2 3 4)) 1 (a maximal down string); 
(ii) (((4 5)) ) (a separator string); and 
(iii) {<<5 12))) (a maximal up string). 
3.6. An inuariunt 
Write .FIcbT = ((I-//1 , . /1;, >>. The invariant embedded within .&cET is an ordered 
sequence of line segments - gates -- of L n R through which each path in R joining 
s and P must pass (see Fig. 6). These gates mark the transitions from one maximal (up 
or down) string in .F,eET to the next (down or up) maximal string, and they are of two 
possible types, depending on the geometry. Suppose first that c,HiEYrc,, is a separator 
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Gates: [[81.1911.CM.C~11~1~~1~~311. 
string. Then the concatenation of the list of labels in cfli_I with that of .~i+, forms 
a monotone list, and the two labels of ~,~i are the last label in _~i_ 1 and the first label 
Of AFi+r. In this case the gate between ,k~i_l and ~~~~i+l is the interval of L whose 
endpoints are labelled in c/&‘i. The other possibility is that A’i and -&‘i+r are both 
maximal strings in .F,cET. One will be a maximal up string, the other a maximal down 
string. Here, the last label in c Eli is the first label of A. I+ 1, and the sense of monotonic- 
ity is reversed in going from the labels in %&‘i to those in ~,~i+~. Geometrically, this 
situation corresponds to dR curling back as if in a spiral as we cross L moving along 
dR from the last intrusion of -&‘i into the first intrusion of .K,+ 1. In this case the gate 
starts at the point labelled in both maximal strings and extends along L away from the 
intrusions corresponding to ,,~i and _ Hi+ 1. We may also proceed formally, as 
follows. 
l If A2’i is a separator string then the line segment of L corresponding to this string is 
the gate corresponding to i. 
l If Ai is a maximal up (down) string and JY~+ 1 is a maximal down (up) string then 
the last label of XcET in / pi is the same as the first label of YcET in foci+ 1. Call this 
label a. The gate produced corresponding to i is the line segment [[a], [a + (- l)“]]. 
In general there will be gates corresponding to some integers i and not to others. 
The ordering placed on the set of gates is that induced by the corresponding index i of 
A!i in FrcET, the earlier gates corresponding to the smaller integers i. The singleton 
sets {s} and {e} will also be considered gates: {s} will be the first gate and {e} the last. 
Denote the gates in the given order by is) = G, , , G,.= (ej. Hence, in the example of 
Section 3.1, there will be three gates: GI = Is}: Gz = [[4]. [S]]; and G3 = (e). 
Theorem 3.13. Let h : [0, l]+ R he a c.ontinuous,function with h(0) = s and h( 1) = e. Then 
,fi)r euch i= I, . . . . ;’ there is at least one number tE[O, I] such tkt h(t)EGi. Let ti be the 
smallest such number. Then ti < ti+ , jiw each i = 1, . . ;I - 1. 
Proof. Fix i and let H denote a fixed homeomorphism on [0, I] whose range is 
CE[s,e]. Gi divides R into two subregions, and since Range(H) crosses Gi exactly 
once, by construction, it follows that s belongs to one and e the other of these 
subregions. By the Jordan curve theorem, each path from s to e within R must cross 
the common boundary of these subregions. That is, each such path intersects Gi. Let 
h: [0, l]+R be a path for which h(O)=s and h(l)=e. For each i let ti be the smallest 
number in [0, I] for which h(t,)EG,. Suppose that ti+, <tj for some j<y. Then 
construct a continuous function h’ which coincides with h on [0, tj+ 1], whose range 
follows the segment of Gj+, from h(tj+ ,) to Range(H)nGj+ , , and finally follows 
Range(H) on to CJ. Since Range( G,=@, we are faced with a contradiction. It 
follows that these tis must satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 0 
3.7. Intermediate points on the .shortest curw 
Let . N in .YIc-b-r be a maximal up string and suppose its bounding gates are Gi and 
Gi+ 1. We know that SC [s, e] crosses each of Gi and G ,+ 1 precisely once, say at points 
yi and yi+, , respectively. Let D=CE[.s,e] 1::” n?R. (D is well defined since both 
si and yi+, belong to CE[.s, e].) Choose a point rncD which maximizes the distance 
to L. 
Note that ~~ESC [s, e]. Indeed, let nz’ be the first point of ?R directly above m and set 
V= [m, m’]. Evidently, CE [s. e] I”,:+ ’ crosses V precisely once. That is, V separates 
yi from yi+ 1 in R by the Jordan curve theorem. Hence, each curve in R joining yi and 
gi + , crosses V at least once. In particular, SC [ Bi, yi + l ] n Vf 0. Let L, denote the line 
parallel to L through M. According to Theorem 2.1 I, SC[gi,~ji+ 1] does not cross 
L, since CE [s, t>] 1:: + ’ does not cross this line. This forces SC[yi,tli+,]n V={mf. 
Thus, rn~SC[.s, e] (since SC[cj;, .cli+ 1] = SC [s, e] I::* ‘). 
Observe that the only characteristic of the points yi and Bi+ 1 used in the above 
argument was that they belong to the gates Gi and Gi+ ,, respectively. Thus, the 
determination of m depends only on these bounding gates, or, what is equivalent, on 
the string IN. In fact, this argument can be used with only cosmetic changes to prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.14. Suppose thut x and J’ are distinct points ofR. Let I K he Q muximul (up or 
down) string in ,F,-ET(.Y, J’). Let Gi and Gi+ 1 he the gates at either end qf c K und gi (yi + I), 
the point of‘SC[x,y] which belongs to Gi (Gi+l). Let D=CE[.x,y]1i:“nc?R. Then 
a point mED helomgs to SC[x, y] if there is u line through m one qf’ whose closed 
ha!fspaces contains D u Gi u Gi+ 1. 
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The following corollary will be used extensively in Section 3.9. 
Corollary 3.15. Let x and y be points qf R. Then co(SC[x,y])=co(CE[x,y]). 
Proof. Let ,K be any maximal (up or down) string in r&x, y). Let Gi, Gi+ r, gi, gi + r, 
and D be as in the statement of Theorem 3.14. Clearly CE [x, y] 1:; + ’= CE [ gi, gi+ 1 1. 
Since CE[gi, gi+ r ] is a curve in R joining gi and gi+ 1 it follows from Theorem 2.11 
that SC[gi,gi+ r] CCO(CE[gi,gi+ r]). For the opposite inclusion, suppose there is 
a point z~CE[y~,y~+ I]\~~(SC[gi,yi+ r]). Then there is a linear functional fwhich 
strictly separates z from CO(SC[gi,gi+ 1]). If WED maximizes f‘ then certainly 
w~SC[gi,gi+ 1]. Yet, the halfplane {u: f‘(v)<f(w)} satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3.14 (note that the gates are the singletons { gi} and { gi+r} in this case) 
and, hence, w~SC[gi,gi+r]. This contradiction shows that CE[gi,gi+r]c 
co(SC[gi,gi+r]). It follows that CO(CE[gi,gi+,])=CO(SC[gi,gi+,]) and conse- 
quently co(CE [x, y]) = co(SC [x, y]). 0 
The first part of JORDANPATH(s, e) is the procedure we call POLY PATH(s, e). It 
may be summarized as follows: 
(1) Construct the Jordan sequence for R with start point s and endpoint e. 
(2) Expand that string in the Jordan sequence from label 1 to the label K associated 
with the point of 2R just left of e. 
(3) Collapse the expansion in (2) above. 
(4) Locate all highest (lowest) points on the portions of i3R corresponding to 
maximal up (down) strings. These points in their induced order belong to SC[s,e] 
and, together with s and e, form the output of POLYPATH(s,e). 
When R is polygonal, each iteration of POLYPATH adds at least one new point to 
ysc. Hence, we may start with the list TO=(s,e), repeatedly apply POLYPATH to 
judiciously chosen pairs of points of R as described in the earlier discussion, and 
eventually produce the full list ysc. Since SC[s, e] is easy to construct from this list, 
we have provided a complete description of our algorithm for polygonal R. Let us 
turn now to the second part of JORDANPATH, which deals with the special 
problems introduced when C:R is curved. 
3.8. The inter&s qf‘i3R in the shortest cutwe 
The following example illustrates the need to augment POLYPATH. Let R be 
a Jordan region which contains the curve C : y = x2 for 0 <x < 3 as a pointwise convex 
subset of its boundary. Let s = (0,O). Assume that e = (2,2)~ R and that C is the only 
relevant portion of the boundary in the search for SC[s,e]. POLYPATH(s,e) pro- 
duces the new point p1 =( l/2,1/4) since p1 is the point furthest from the line through 
s and e on a down intrusion of CE [s, e]. Hence 8R 1;’ c SC [s, e], by Theorem 2.7. In 
the next iteration, POLYPATH(p,,e) produces the new point p,=(7/12,49/144) 
whence dR 1,“‘~ SC[s, e]. While each new iteration of POLYPATH produces a longer 
section of ?R in SC[s, e] than before, clearly no finite number of iterations 
yields SC[s,e]=(7R1(\?~\5.6~4\SI “[(2-G, 6-4,/?),(2,2)]. If we complicate this 
example slightly by asking for SC [(O,O), (2,2)], with relevant boundary sections now 
being both y=s2 for O<.xd 3 and ~=2-2(.x-2)’ for 06x$3, then repeated ap- 
plication of POLYPATH yields points on each of these two quadratic curves, which 
more and more closely approximate the starting and ending points for the mutual 
tangent which is followed from one to the other as part of the shortest curve. 
Evidently, the key here is to locate the mutual tangent between these two quadratic 
curves di~ectl_r in order to bypass the infinite process of approximation just described. 
Let us carry our example one step further. Suppose that each of these quadratic 
curves consists of N sections in the original partition of ?R as described in assumption 
A2. Then there are N2 pairs of sections, one from each quadratic curve, which would 
require evaluation for mutual tangents, making this search prohibitively time-con- 
suming. Such a difficulty, while beyond our control, can be handled by introducing 
a preprocessing step in which the sections are grouped into mu.uimal pointwise convex 
(concave) subsets of the boundary. The mutual-tangents problem then reduces to 
locating the (at most sixteen) common tangents between pairs of maximal pointwise 
convex subsets of iR rather than the same problem for pairs of sections provided in 
the input. 
On the other hand, preprocessing as above is not appropriate when r?R is piecewise 
linear. Indeed, a natural form of the input in that case is segment by segment (i.e. 
vertex by vertex), and the computations are also naturally executed one segment (or 
pair of segments) at a time. Collecting contiguous segments because they happen to 
form maximal pointwise convex (concave) sections of ?R does not make the com- 
putations referred to in assumption A3 faster. (In particular, locating mutual tangents 
has complexity O(N 2), where N is the number of segments in ?R.) However, as 
already mentioned, there is no need to invoke the second part of JORDANPATH 
when ?R is polygonal. When the boundary is curved, though, we shall be constrained 
to think in terms of maximal pointwise convex subsets for the mutual-tangents 
problem. Such subsets will play a central role in subsequent arguments. 
The second half of JORDANPATH consists of add-on features to POLYPATH. It 
is needed only in circumstances dictated by certain geometric conditions described in 
detail below. These conditions emerge out of a process of elimination. We note in the 
next paragraph the conditions under which no addition to POLYPATH is required. 
All remaining cases will require the full power of JORDANPATH, and will be dealt 
with in the following subsection. 
First, if POLYPATH(s, e)= s, e then [s, r] c R, whence SC[s, r] = [s, e]. Second, 
when B*(s)=B*(e)#@, then Theorem 2.7 applies and SC[s,e] =B*(s)lz. Third, sup- 
pose that POLYPATH(s, e) = s, s,, . , :;, I e, with 5 > 3. Then no add-on is needed (we 
will see why this is so in Section 3.10) and we set JORDANPATH(s, e)= 
POLY PATH(s, e) = s, .x1, , xc, E. This leaves the following special cases: those in 
which either B*(s)#B*(e) or B*(s)=B*(e)=@ and either POLYPATH(s, e)=s,xr, e 
or POLYPATH(s.e)=s,.u,,.x,.e. The two alternatives concerning B*(s) and B*(e) 
can be dealt with simultaneously. Thus, there are only two main cases. Since each is 
involved, we isolate their analyses in the following subsection. 
3.9. T\ta special cases 
The analysis of the two special cases mentioned above is divided into several 
subcases. Our purpose in this subsection is twofold: for each of these subcases we will 
both describe the output of JORDANPATH and prove that this output is a subset of 
SC[s, e]. Of these tasks, it is the second which occupies the vast majority of the work. 
Complexity issues will be addressed in Section 3.10, but it should be emphasized here 
that often the choice of output for JORDANPATH is dictated by the requirement 
that quanti$ah/e progress towards the final list Iv,, be made. Thus it is not sufficient 
just to produce new intermediate points; these points must in some well defined 
manner reduce the remaining number of applications of JORDANPATH needed to 
find SC[s, e]. (The conditions guaranteeing a satisfactory progress are described at 
the beginning of the proof of Proposition 3.22.) 
Assume throughout this subsection that B*(s)#B*(e) or that B*(s)=B*(e)=@ Let 
D = CE[s, r] n (7R. The positive direction on D is that induced by CE [s, e]. 
Case I: POLYPATH(.s,e)=s,x,,e. If B*(s)#B*(x,)#B*(e) then JORDAN- 
PATH(s,e)=POLYPATH(s,e)=s,x,, e. Assume for the remainder of Case 1 that 
B*(.u,)=B*(s) and in particular, then, that s~dR. (The argument for the case 
B*(.u,) = B*(e) is similar.) Since only one new point is produced by this application of 
POLYPATH, CE[s, e] has only one maximal set of intrusions. Without loss of 
generality, assume that it is a set of up intrusions. Let d denote the last point reached 
in a trip along B*(s)nD in the positive direction starting at s. The trip ends when 
either L is first regained, or an endpoint of B*(s) is reached, whichever occurs first. In 
particular, d is at or beyond x1. Abbreviate B*(s)lf by B” in the remainder of Case 1. 
Let T be a global tangent to D which contains a point p of B” and q of D\ B”. (In the 
limiting case in which no such q can be located, it follows from assumpion A2 that 
dEL, D = B”, and B”u [s, d] bounds a convex set. In this case, let T be a tangent to B” 
at d.) Let HT be the halfspace bounded by T which contains D. 
Cuse 1.1: T crosses L at or beyond e (see Fig. 7). Then both p and q belong to 
SC[.s, e], according to Theorem 3.14. (The gates are the singletons {s} and {ej.) 
Recall that B*(q)#B*(p) by choice of q. If also B*(q)#B*(e) then JORDAN- 
PATH(s, e) = s, p, q, e. 
Suppose now that B*(q)=B*(e); so, eESR. If [p,q]~R then JORDANPATH(s,e)= 
s, p, q, e and 
SC[s,el=B*(s)l,Pu[p,q]uB*(e)l;. 
Thus, it remains to consider the situation in which B*(q)=B*(e) and [p,q] $R. 
Since CE[s, e] I”, never crosses T, neither does SC[p,q]; hence, co(CE[p, q])= 
co(SC [p, q]) c HT (see Theorem 2. I 1 and Corollary 3.15). It follows that CE [p, q] has 
Fig. 7. Case 1.1: T crosses L beyond v. B*(q)=B*(r) 
only down intrusions. Let z be any point other than p and q in the output of 
POLY PATH ( p, 4). Then JORDAN PATH (s, e) = s, p, z, q, e. 
Case 1.2: T crosses L hettveen s cud e. This subcase is considerably more intricate 
than the previous one, and two new construction lines will be useful. The first, M, is 
the line through e which is a global tangent to B’ and whose point of tangency on B”, 
say p”, is as close as possible (but beyond) .~r along B”. Let B’ denote the connected 
section of B*(e) from r which lies above L (if it exists). If it does not exist then B’=@. 
The second costruction line, denoted f, is the mutual tangent to L?” and B’ whose 
point of global tangency 4 on B’ is as close as possible along B’ to r itself, and whose 
point 6 of global tangency on B’ is as close as possible but beyond .x1 along B”. (It is 
possible that 4 = e, in which case 6 = p” and f= M. These choices are also made when 
B’=@.) See Figs. 7 and 8. There are two cases. 
Case 2.2.1: The order of points alony B” is x1, fi, p. (Equivalently, [I;, 41 is above 
[p,q] when y exists. This case also includes the degenerate case in which q fails to 
exist.) See Fig. 8. 
If [I;, 41 c R then JORDANPATH (s, e) = s, I;, 4, e. According to Theorems 2.7 and 
2.8, in this situation 
Suppose now that CE[p*,G] $R. Since CE[,&G] has no “up” intrusions with 
endpoints in [I;,41 (see the last paragraph of this section for a proof), POLY- 
PATH( i, Lj) must produce a “lowest” point z on some “down” intrusion. (The use of 
” ” in the remainder of Case 1 is shorthand for “relative to f”.) The next three 
paragraphs establish that both z and i belong to SC [s, e]. Let z denote the line 
through z parallel to ?. 
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Fig. 8. Case 1.2.1: CE[i,cj]#[@.cj]; JORDANPATH(s,r)=s,d,3,e 
For sufficiently small E > 0 there is a “non-doubling-back” halfdisk of that diameter 
(cf. Theorem 2.8) centered at z for SC [$, (i], and we may assume that its diameter is on 
2, with the halfdisk everywhere “below” this line. Such a halfdisk is automatically 
also a “non-doubling-back” halfdisk for SC [!, z] u SC [z, e]. (To see this, note that 
both CE[i, 41 and B’l$ are everywhere “above” z and, hence, by Corollary 3.15, so is 
SC[&e]. Thus, this halfdisk supports SC[i, z] u SC[s, e] and it is clearly a “non- 
doubling-back” halfdisk for this curve for the same reasons it is for SC[&i]. It 
follows that SC [fi, e] = SC[I;, z] u SC [z, e]. In particular, ZESC [fi, e]. 
Here we show that i~SC[s,z]. By virtue of the various definitions of the points 
involved, it follows that fi~CE[s,z]. Observe that by Theorem 2.11, SC[s,z] will be 
everywhere “below” ? if we can produce a curve in R joining s and z which is 
everywhere “below” f. The obvious candidate is B”I$uCE[fi,Lj] ii, and this works, 
but not for the most superficial of reasons. (In fact, CE[$,i] may go “above” % see, 
for example, Fig. 8. But, since z is a “lowest” point, CE[i,G] cannot go “above” 
? until gfier z in a traverse from fi towards 4 along this curve. These statements follow 
from properties of CE[fi,G] substantiated in the last paragraph of this section.) 
Hence, CE [i, 411; is everywhere “below” i? Consequently, SC [s, z] is “below” f and, 
hence, so is CE [s, z] since their convex hulls are identical by Corollary 3.15. Thus, f is 
a global tangent for CE[s,z]. Theorem 3.14 applies, with gates {s} and {z} and 
tangent f to establish ~ESC [s, z]. 
To conclude that both z and 6 belong to SC[s,e] note that the union of the 
overlapping shortest curves SC[s, z] and SC[i, e] is SC[s,e]. (See Theorem 2.8 and 
the discussion following it.) Let JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, fi, z, e. 
It remains to justify the claim made above that no up intrusion of CE[i,cj] has 
endpoints on [ fi,G]. The curve CE [s, e] 16 u BYl$ u CE [i, fi] bounds a Jordan region 
RI. Because this curve lies within R and R is simply connected, RI is contractible 
within R; hence, RI contains no points of R’. Suppose that CE[jl,G] had an “up” 
intrusion with endpoints on [$, 41. Pick J’ on an “up” intrusion emanating from [I;, 41 
furthest from i? Let u and u denote the first points of fencountered in following ?R in 
each direction from y, and let R, be the Jordan region bounded by CE [fi, 4 J 1; u [u, t]. 
By the construction of the collapsed expansion, there is a neighborhood U of 
CE[fi, (i] IL\ {u, c) within R2 which, except for CE [j, 411; itself, lies entirely within R’. 
Then some “vertical” interval with “lower” endpoint 4’ lies in R and hence in RI. 
Extend this interval “upward” until it hits the boundary of R,, say at 2“. By 
construction, then, ~‘ECE[.S, e]. (It cannot lie in either Bpi$ or in CE[i, fi] by 
construction.) But fi is between p and x1 on B” by hypothesis. Hence, D is everywhere 
“below” f and hence ~‘#CE[s,el. This contradiction establishes the claim. (Note: 
This is the only place in Case 1.2.1 in which we have used the hypothesis that I; lies 
between x1 and p on B”. Thus, the same arguments can be applied whenever we find 
that D lies everywhere “below” I? This fact will be used at the end of Case 1.2.2.) 
Case 1.2.2: The order of’ points along B*(s) is x1, p, i. (This is equivalent to saying 
that [$,G] is below [p,y].) (See Fig. 9.) 
Suppose first that B’n [p,q] #8 and that some up intrusion of CE[s, e] crosses 
[i, 41. Let x belong to an intrusion of CE [s, e] “above” f. From x travel along i3R in 
each direction until reaching ?? Temporarily call these two points of f the buse points 
for x, and let D’ consist of those portions of CE [s, e] “above” f whose base points 
belong to the interval [fi, 41. Let T’ be a global tangent to D’ which contains a point p’ 
of B” and q’ of D’\B”. 
e 
Fig. 9. Case 1.2.2: B’n [p. q] #Q and some up intrusion of CE[s. e] crosses [fi. 41 
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Under the assumptions of the previous paragraph, we show that p’ and q’ belong to 
SC[s,e]. Let w be the first point on B’I$ encountered on the extension of [p’,q’] 
beyond q’. Since CE[s, e] I:, does not cross [p’, w], neither does SC [q’, e] according to 
the separation Theorem 2.10. Theorem 2.11 guarantees that SC[s, q’] does not cross 
T’ (since CE[s,e]l$ does not cross this line), and in particular, SC[s,q’] does not 
cross [p’, w]. It follows that for sufficiently small E > 0 there is a “non-doubling-back” 
halfdisk of diameter e for SC [s, q’] u SC [q’, e] centered at q’, with diameter along T’ 
in R. A similar argument shows that for each small E>O there is a “non-doubling- 
back” halfdisk of diameter E centered at p’ for SC [s, p’] u SC[p’, q’] with diameter 
along T’. Hence, 
SC [s, e] = SC [s, p’] u SC [p’, q’] u SC [q’, e]. 
Let JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, p’, q’, e. 
If B’n [p, q] = 8 then T’ = T, p’ =p, and q’ = q. The argument of the previous 
paragraph can be applied verbatim and we draw the same conclusions: JORDAN- 
PATH (s, e) = s, p, q, e. 
Finally, if B’n [p, q] #@ but no up intrusions of CE[s, e] crosses [j,i], we may 
apply the conclusions of Case 1.2.1 verbatim - see the last three sentences of that case. 
Using that notation, then, we let JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, fi, z, e if there are down 
intrusions of CE[&G] which attach to f on the interval [j5,4], and JORDAN- 
PATH(s, e) = s, /?, 4, e if there are no such down intrusions. 
Case 2: POLYPATH(s, e) = s, xi, x2, e. There are several possibilities in this case, 
many of which do not require any additions to POLYPATH. Indeed, if B*(x,)= 
B*(xz), or if B*(s)#B*(x,)#B*(e), or if B*(s)#B*(x*)#B*(e), then we let 
JORDANPATH(s,e)= POLYPATH(s, e)=s,xl,xz,e. Observe further, that when 
B*(s)=B*(x,) then B*(s)=B*(x,)=B*(x,). (Since s~c’R under these hypotheses, we 
have SC[s, x2] =B*(s)l”,’ by Theorem 2.7. Yet, since POLYPATH(s, e) produces 
x1 between sand x2, we must have x~EB*(s)I-:~ from which B*(s)=B*(x,).) Similarly, 
if B*(x,)=B*(e) then B*(x,)=B*(x,)=B*(e). We now consider the remaining possi- 
bilities, namely, 
B*(s)=B*(x,)#B*(x,)=B*(e). 
There is a natural subdivision into subcases. 
Case 2.1: Both x1 and x2 lie above L. (The argument for both xi and x2 below L is 
analogous.) Evidently, CE[s, e] has only up intrusions. If [x1,x2] cR then let 
JORDANPATH(s,e)=s,x,,x,,e and note that 
SC[s,e]=B*(s)l:‘u[x,,x,]uB*(e)l‘&. 
If, however, [x1,x2] $R then CE[x,,x,] has only down intrusions. (Indeed, since 
there is only one maximal up string associated with CE[s,e] the line L’ through 
x1 and x2 is parallel to L. Hence, the lower halfspace bounded by L’ contains 
CE[s, e] 1;:. Thus, SC[x, ,x2] is contained in this same halfspace by Theorem 2.11 
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and, thus, so is CE[xl,-uz] by Corollary 3.15.) If POLYPATH(.x,,x2) produces 
z#x,,x2 then z~SC[s,e]. Let JORDANPATH(s,e)=s,x,,z,x2,r. 
Case 2.2: s, lies helo\\ L and x2 lies above L. (The case with x1 above and x2 below 
is similar.) There are two maximal strings, :/I and .y2, associated with CE[s,e]. 
Substring 9’r is a maximal down string and 9, is a maximal up string. 
Case 2.2.1: There is no separator string between .4p1 and Y2. Without loss of 
generality, assume that the gate between .Y1 and 9Z is situated to the right of s. Pick 
ZED whose vertical projection onto L is as far to the right along L as possible. Then 
one global tangent to D is the vertical line through Z. Arguments which, by now, are 
standard, show that LESC [s, e], and we let JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, x1, z, x2, e. 
Case 2.2.2: Thrrr is u separator string hetwern .Yl and 9,. In order, let D,, . . . , D;, 
denote the down sections of CR and U’, . . . . U” the up sections corresponding to 
9’1 and 9’2; G denotes the gate between them. If G=[I, r] then IED, and reU’. 
The first step is to construct a special mutual tangent T between Uf= 1 Di and 
uJZI U’. The delicate point is that, unless this construction is done with some care, 
the time complexity will be O(N *) which is excessive. (Fig. 10 is useful.) For t6G let 
L f.lef, denote the ray from t through s. Among the lines through t which are tangent to 
some Di at some point yl, let 7; be the one which maximizes the counterclockwise 
angle 8, with L,,,,,,. Then as t traverses G left to right, t-0, is continuous and strictly 
monotonically decreasing. Moreover, if t’ is to the right of t then either 
Fig. 10. The construction of T for Case 2.22. 
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B*(y,)=B*(y,,) or B*(yl) appears after B*(y,,) in the traverse of CE[s,e]. Define T’ 
similarly among the tangents through t to the U’s, along with the ancillary constructs 
y’ and 8’. Thus, as t traverses G left to right, t +O’ is both continuous and strictly 
monotonically increasing, and if 1’ is to the right of t then either B*(y’)=B*(y”) or 
B*(y*) appears after B*(y”) in the traverse of CE[s, e]. 
If El, E2, . , E, denote the B* s which intersect CE [s, e] starting with B*(y,) and 
proceeding to 1 along CE[s, e], then for each i, 1 dida, there is a (possibly empty) 
subinterval GE, of G defined by the condition B*(y,)= E, whenever tugs,. (The 
convention here is that t6GE, if and only if i is the largest index for which 7;n Ei #@) 
Then GE, n GE, = 0 for i #j and up= I GE, = G. Similarly, list the B*s encountered in 
a traverse of CE[s, e] from r to B*(y’). Denote them by E’, . . . , E’ and say that 
t belongs to the subinterval GE’ of G if and only if i is the smallest index for which 
T’nE’#@ 
The endpoints of Ei are to the right of those for Ei, when i<i’, and similarly, the 
endpoints of the Ejs are sorted by j. Hence, e(1) = 1, . , e(q) = r, the list of endpoints of 
all Eis and E’s, listed left to right along L, is the merge of these two already sorted 
sublists. 
If no lJj crosses T, then let m=r and T= 7;. Next, suppose that no Di crosses T’. 
Then let m = 1 and T= T. If m is neither r nor 1 according to the above conditions, 
observe that both e,,,, 3 HP(i) and 6)r,,,) < 0’(9). By the continuity and strict monotonic- 
ity of t-+0, and oft+@’ there is, thus, a unique meG such that 8,=0”. The tangents 
T, and T” thus coincide. Let T= T,= T”. According to our notation, the points of 
mutual tangency are ym and y*. 
In Lemmas 3.16 and 3.18 we will show, among other things, that at least one of 
y,,, and ym belongs to SC [s, e]. The output of JORDANPATH is accordingly arranged 
so that ym(ym) belongs to it when that point is in SC[s,e]. Here are the possibilities. 
If [ym,ym]cR then [ym,Jlm]cSCIS,e] (Lemma 3.16) and we let JORDAN- 
PATH(s,e)=s,s,.4’m,4’m,xz,e. If [ym,ym]$R, Lemma 3.18 states that ym~SC[s,e] 
when CE[s, e] has down intrusions, and ~,,,ESC [s, e] when CE[s, e] has up intrusions. 
(Thus, both points are in SC[s,e] when CE[s, e] has up and down intrusions.) The 
output for JORDANPATH in these cases is described in the following paragraphs. 
If CE[ym, y”] has both up and down intrusions, pick some point z #ym, ym in the 
output of POLYPATH(y,,y”) and let JORDANPATH(s,e)=s,xl,y,,z,ym,x2,e. 
Suppose that CE [ ym, y”] has only down intrusions (the analysis when CE [ ym, y”] 
has only up intrusions is analogous). Then ym~SC[s, e] from Lemma 3.18 but we do 
not know that y,,,~SC[s,e]. Recall that there is a separator string between 9’1 and 
,4p2 by hypothesis; hence, B*(s)#B*(y”). If also B*(y”)#B*(e) then let JORDAN- 
PATH(s, e)=.s,s,,ym,x2,e. Assume now that B*(y”)=B*(e). If POLYPATH(y,,y”) 
produces two or more intermediate points zi , z2, . . . , z;, then they belong to SC [s, e] 
just as in the proof of Lemma 3.18. Let JORDANPATH(s, e)=s, x1, z1 ,z2,ym, e. If 
POLYPATH(y,,y”) produces only one intermediate point z and if 
B*(s)#B*(z)#B*(y”) then let J0RDANPATH(s,e)=s,x,,z,y”,e. (zgSC[s,e] by 
the argument in Lemma 3.18.) Since B*(z) # B*(y”) automatically, it remains to 
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consider the possibility B*(s)=B*(z). In the next paragraph we establish that under 
these conditions y,= IEB*(s)I;. Then, since z~SC[s,e], we have y,~SC[s,e] by 
Theorem 2.7. Let JORDANPATH(q e)=s, J’~, y”‘, r and observe that 
Note that JORDANPATH(y,,y”) will be calculated at some later stage in the full 
determination of SC [s, e] and that, except for a change of notation, this calculation 
was already described in detail in Case 1. 
Let us show here that y,,,=I~B*(s)l% under the assumptions: CE[y,,ym] produces 
only down intrusions, POLYPATH(y,,y”)=y,,z,y”, and B*(s)=B*(z) (see Fig. 11). 
Note that Tis always a global tangent for B*(s)l;” (where {y”). =B*(s)l:nL). Assume 
that ym # 1. Then T is a global tangent for B*(s)/:, since this portion of dR is pointwise 
convex. Hence s and P lie on the same side of T, an impossibility since z is the lowest 
point of a down intrusion in CE[y,,,,y”‘]. Thus y,=1. If, now, I$B*(s)l: then there is 
a line strictly separating 1 from B*(s)l;. From Theorems 2.5, 2.7, and Corollary 3.15, 
we obtain 
In particular, then, ym = 1$CE [s, e] 1% which violates part of the definition of y,,,. This 
completes the analysis of Case 2.2.2 except for the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.16. Jf [ymry”‘]c R then both ym und y” belong to SC[s,e] 
Proof. We prove that y,,,eSC[s,y”‘]. Note that CE[s,e] 1:“’ never crosses T. Hence, 
neither does SC[s,y,] (Theorem 2.11). Let H denote the closed halfspace bounded by 
Fig. 11. If ym=I then Tneed not be a global tangent to B*(s)li. 
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T which contains SC[s, y,,,]. Then there are “non-doubling-back” halfdisks of all 
sufficiently small diameters which are centered at y,,, with bounding diameters along 
T which lie in R for SC [s, y,,,] u [y,,,, y”] since T is a global tangent to this curve. It 
follows from Theorem 2.8 that ym~SC[s,y”‘]. 
A similar argument establishes y”gSC [ylm, e]. An application of Theorem 2.8 yields 
SC[s, e] = SC [s, y”] u SC[y,, e] and the curve on the right-hand side contains both 
y, and y”‘. 17 
Suppose next that [y,,,, y”] contains points exterior to R. Figure 12 may be helpful 
for this and the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.17. Let w be a point qf’CE[y,,,, y”‘] not on [y,, y"']. If w is below (above) 
L then w belongs to an up (down) section of CE[y,,,, y"]. 
Proof. From m move along T in each direction until encountering the first point of 
SR, say u (between y, and m) and L’ (between WI and y”). CE[s, e] I;,” crosses [u, v] once 
~ at m. Hence, each path joining y, and y * in R crosses [u,c]. In particular, 
CE[y,, y”] crosses [u, II]. Thus, [u, c] is a gate of CE[y,,,, y”]. (Indeed, the only 
intervals of the line joining the two endpoints which a collapsed expansion does 
Fig. 12. 
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cross are its gates.) Since ~E[u, ~11, it follows that CE[y,,m] =CE[~,,,,~“‘]I~~. 
Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 3.15 now yield 
=co(SC[_r,,,,m])cco(CE[s.e] I;,,), 
The latter set is contained in the halfspace bounded by T which contains only up 
intrusions of CE[~~,,,~m]. A similar argument shows that CE[ymrym] IL” contains 
only down intrusions of CE[~,,.~~“‘]. 0 
Thus, far the lemmas have established that there is one maximal string associated 
with CE[J’,~,~“‘] when CE[J~,),~] either has down intrusions or up intrusions but 
not both and there are two maximal strings associated with CE[J’~,~~] when 
CE[y,,,, ~“1 has both up and down intrusions. Moreover, in the latter case there is 
a separator string between the maximal strings which is associated with a subinterval 
of T containing /?I. Some of this information will be used in the proof of the next 
lemma. 
Proof. Suppose CE [J,,,,, !,“‘I has a down intrusion. Lemma 3.17 asserts that each 
down intrusion lies above L. Let z be a point produced by POLYPATH(~m,~~“‘) on 
a down intrusion. According to Theorem 2.11, SC[c, e] crosses neither T nor L since 
CE [y,,,, ~“]I~“‘u CE[s, e] I:,,, does not cross either of these lines. Let R, be the Jordan 
region with boundary CE[~m.~)l’]I~~“uCE[.s,e] 1:“. Then z~i;R, while e$R,. Because 
SC[z,e] does not cross ?R, T. or L, the only point of R, at which SC[z,r] can exit 
RI is ~1”’ itself. That is, J”“ESC[Z, e]. 
We assert z~Sc[s, _tf”‘]. Indeed let T(z) denote the line parallel to Tcontaining z and 
observe that T(z) is a global tangent for CE[s, e] I~‘*uCE[~~,~~“‘] at z. (We use the 
fact that there is only one maximal set of down intrusions for CE[y,,y”], whence z is 
of mcl.xirnul distance from T among all points of all intrusions of CE [L(,,,, ~a”].) Hence, 
any halfdisk in R centered at z whose diameter lies along T(z) and which is situated in 
the halfplane not containing this curve must be a “non-doubling-back” halfdisk for 
SC[.s, z] u SC[z, j!‘“]. The desired conclusion comes from Theorem 2.8. 
From the previous two paragraphs we have ?,m~SC[z,e] and that z~SC[s,y”‘]. 
Theorem 2.8 and the discussion following it combine to show that both z and J,~ 
belong to SC[s, e]. Similar arguments establish that ~,,ESC[S, e] when CE[y,, ~“1 
has up intrusions. 0 
The time complexity of finding SC [.?, P] is bounded above by the product of the 
time complexity of JORDANPATH and the number of iterations of JORDANPATH 
necessary to construct the shortest curve. The parameters which will be used to 
determine these factors may be sectioned into three categories. Most of the input 
parameters (category 1) and those for the output (category 2) reflect natural geometric 
characteristics of either c?R or SC[&?]. While geometric information is central to 
every stage of our algorithm including its complexity analysis, most path-planning 
algorithms with polygonal barriers shed the geometry in favor of a combinatorial 
scheme before the end. Partly because of this reduction, such algorithms cannot be 
modified to deal with curved boundaries. In contrast, we are freed from these classical 
constraints by maintaining geometric information throughout. There is, however, an 
extra cost in this approach: exactly by virtue of the geometric flavor, certain elemen- 
tary geometric constructions must be repeatedly executed. The parameters of the third 
category, the Cis and C*s of assumption A3 (cf. Section 2.2) describe the time 
complexity of such constructions. Motivation for the particular choice of parameters 
appearing in the first two categories is given next. 
There are three parameters in the first category (the input parameters): d;a, N *, and 
N. Of these, diR, the total variation of the angle of the forward derivative for one full 
traverse of c?R, provides a partial measure of the waviness of the boundary. Observe 
that diR <nrt in the polygonal case. Hence, upper-bound calculations involving 
A;R may be replaced by those with II, and the importance of AiR in the polygonal case 
is minimal. When the boundary is curved, however, it is A(~R which carries the bulk of 
the input information. Turning to the other two parameters, the fact that dR is pieced 
together from its natural components - the maximal pointwise convex and maximal 
pointwise concave sections - is at the heart of our algorithm. Correspondingly, the 
number of such components N * will be important in the analysis below. On the other 
hand, the input data set is given in terms of the sections Br, . . , BN described in 
assumption A2, and not in terms of the maximal pointwise concave and convex 
sections. In some cases it is N, the number of such sections, and not N *, which is the 
natural parameter. (For example, when iiR is polygonal, commonly each Bi is a line 
segment and N is the number of vertices in ZR.) Note that both N and N * serve as 
upper bounds for the number of distinct B*s. 
The time complexity of our algorithm also depends on the “complexity” of its 
output. There are two parameters in this category: A,, and rsc. The parameter A,,, the 
total variation of the angle of the forward derivative in a full traverse of SC [5, Z], 
reflects one important measure of the complexity of this curve. The other parameter is 
I~,-, the number of B*s containing points of SC[?,p]. Note that lsc differs by at most 
one from the number of line segments in SC[s, e] whose endpoints belong to 
C7R u IS, 2) and which are otherwise contained in R”. Moreover, lsc is a lower bound 
for the number of vertices in the shortest curve when the shortest curve is polygonal. 
For convenience we have gathered below some of the notation used extensively in 
the rest of this section. 
l AiR : The total variation of the angle of the forward derivative for one full traverse 
of ?R. 
l B* and B*(X): A maximal pointwise convex set (containing x). 
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l rsc: The number of distinct B*s which contain points of SC[.?,Z]. 
l A,,: The total variation of the angle made by the forward derivative along 
SC [5, t?]. 
l N: The number of distinct sections of 8R provided in the input. 
l N *: The number of maximal pointwise convex and maximal pointwise concave 
subsets of r?R. 
l Bi: A section of (7R as given in assumption A2. 
l Ci and CT: The construction parameters described in Section 2.2 after assumption 
A??. 
The main theorem of this section follows. 
Theorem 3.19. Let R he a Jordan recqion containing points S and P. Then our algorithm 
computes SC [F, E] in 
O(N *CC: + CT + C: + C: + CT] + C,* + A x O(rsc+ A,,) time. 
When R is u polygon with N l>ertices, the time complexity qf constructing SC [.F, Z] is 
O(N x (zsc+ dsc)) or, somewhat more crudely, O(N x v), where v is the number qf 
vertices in the shortest curue. 
The proof has three parts: the complexity analysis of POLYPATH, that of 
JORDANPATH, and the evaluation of an upper bound for the number of iterations 
of the relevant procedure (POLYPATH or JORDANPATH) needed to find the 
shortest curve. 
The analysis below will be somewhat easier if we modify POLYPATH as follows. 
Recall that after POLY PATH produces CE[s, e], it searches for furthest points from 
L on each maximal up and each maximal down section of CE[s, e]. Such points 
belong to SC [s, e] and are intermediate points used in later applications of POLY- 
PATH or JORDANPATH. The modified version of POLYPATH we use will stop 
producing intermediate points once it locates three of them. (The choice of the 
number three here is dictated by the argument given in the third paragraph of the 
proof of Proposition 3.22, in which it is shown that a quantifiable step towards the 
ultimate goal of producing SC [s, e] is made whenever POLY PATH produces three or 
more intermediate points.) 
Proposition 3.20. The time complexity of’ POLYPATH(s,e) is O(d?a+ N * x 
(CT + C:)) as well us O(A;R + N x (C, + C,)). 
Proof. Assume temporarily that Ln2R is finite. Observe that if X, y, and z are three 
collinear points on a spiral (but no segment with two of these points as its endpoints is 
entirely contained in the spiral) then the angle change in the forward derivative in 
going from the first point along the spiral to the third must exceed rt radians. 
Accordingly, for any given maximal pointwise convex or pointwise concave subset 
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B of dR, the cardinality of LnB is bounded above by 
where As denotes the angle change in the forward derivative for one full traverse of B. 
Hence, the cardinality of L n dR cannot exceed 
Even if SR contains nondegenerate intervals of L, it is easy to see that the same 
estimate holds for the maximum number of connected components of LndR. (A 
somewhat cruder estimate using N in place of N * is immediate since N * <N: the 
number of connected components is bounded by 2( L Ac7R/x J + N)). 
The location of the points (and, in case there are nondegenerate intervals, 
endpoints) of Lni?R can be found in the order in which they appear in one full 
traverse of dR in O(N * C:) time. According to [lo], these points can be ordered along 
L in time linear in the number of points, that is, in O(A?R + N *) time. Finding the 
crossing points, the Jordan sequence, the expansion and the collapse of the expansion 
are easily seen to be linear-time calculations. (See Lemma 3.8.) Thus, the gates (or, 
equivalently, the elements of r,cET) can be located in their correct order in 
O(AiR+N*CT) time. 
Let M be a maximal up or down section in y,cET. The calculation of the points of 
M maximally far from L (see Theorem 3.14 for example) can be accomplished in time 
O([the number of B*‘s intersecting M] x CT). Hence, the calculation of all points 
produced by our modified POLYPATH is of complexity O(N * x C:). Putting these 
calculations together gives the proposition. 0 
Proposition 3.21. The complexity cf JORDANPATH@, e) is O(ApR + N *(Cx + C’: + 
c,*+cT+C:,+c,*,. 
Proof. Checking through much of the description of the part of JORDANPATH 
beyond POLYPATH (i.e. the two special cases in Section 3.9) is onorous but routine. 
One construction, however, still needs some attention. We will show that the intervals 
GE, and GEm of Case 2.2.2 may be constructed in O((o + z)(C: + C: + C:)) time. 
(Recall that c and T are the number of EiS and Ems, respectively.) 
Let t denote the common endpoint of, say, GE, and GE,. Then one of the closed 
halfspaces bounded by 7; contains all the EL’s and r has nonempty intersection with 
both Ei and Ej. It follows that the segment of T between Ei and Ej is a segment in the 
boundary of co(U { Ek: 1 d k<a}). In fact, it is clear that each endpoint of each 
GE, other than I and r is the intersection with L of the extension of some segment in the 
boundary of the “right half” of co( u {E,: 1 < k < g}). Conversely, if any extension of 
a segment in the “right-hand half” of co( u {E,: 1 <k < 0)) meets L between I and r, it 
is the endpoint of some CL,. It, thus, suffices to describe an algorithm for constructing 
the boundary of the “right half” of the convex hull of the Eis. 
Among the efficient algorithms for finding convex hulls (at least when the input is 
a finite set of points) the one described in [ 16, pp. 160-1651 adapts to our case (where 
the single points are replaced with Eis) without undue difficulty. We simply remark 
that once the point x of tangency of z with El is determined, the right-hand boundary 
of co( u (Ek: 1 <k6aJ ) lies within the truncated cone with vertex X, bounding lines 
through s and I’ and through x and I, and truncation line L. Clearly, both .x and 1 lie on 
this convex-hull boundary, and they have, respectively, the smallest and the largest 
y values. (The points Y and I, thus, play the roles of p, and p.vf in the notation of that 
algorithm.) The resultant time complexity of finding that convex hull is O(crCz). 
Thus, the same bound works for determining the endpoints, in already sorted order, 
for the G,,s. A similar statement holds for the endpoints of the GE”‘s. Since these 
endpoint lists are created in sorted order, ordering all the endpoints amounts to 
merging these two lists. Various details about arranging for the correct mutual 
tangent when up to sixteen possibilities present themselves (cf. Theorem 2.13) and 
deciding how to update in case a candidate mutual-tangent interval for the boundary 
of the convex hull later gets eliminated, adds other factors to the complexity of this 
step. In toto, though. the complexity of creating and arranging the endpoints of the 
G,,s and GE’s in sorted order is of time complexity O((~+r)(C~+C’~+C~)). 
The proposition follows from the above discussion, the fact that 0, r< N *, and 
a large number of routine complexity calculations for the many steps involved in 
JORDANPATH not discussed here. 0 
The final third of the complexity analysis concerns the number of times JORDAN- 
PATH must be called in a complete determination of SC[.<, P]. 
Proposition 3.22. Let S uml 2 tw distirlct points of u Jordan region R. Then at most 
applications yf JORDANPATH suflcc to determine SC [S e]. 
Proof. We will show that in all but one exceptional case, each application of 
JORDANPATH uncovers one of the following three types of subsets of SC [S; P] not 
located by previous applications of JORDANPATH: 
(1) A connected section of SC [a P] n 2R in which the total variation of the angle of 
the forward derivative from one endpoint I to the other endpoint 41, denoted A,clz, is 
at least n/2; or 
(2) A nondegenerate line segment in SC[S,Z] whose endpoints both belong to 
ZRu(.F) u jPj and which is, otherwise, contained in R’; or 
(3) A B* containing at least one point of SC[$E]. 
It is straightforward to check that the number of pairwise disjoint subsets of type(l) is 
at most L Asc/(n/2)J, the number of distinct subsets of type (2) is at most lsc + 1 (see(B) 
below), and the number of type (3) subsets is at most I sc. The proposition would follow 
directly from these numbers (without the factor of 2 in its statement) except for the 
complication of the exceptional case (in which two applications - rather than one ~ of 
JORDANPATH may be required to produce one of the above three types of subsets). 
See the last paragraph of this proof. 
The arguments are generally routine; they depend on the following observations: 
(A) Let x and y be two points on a spiral S and suppose that there are tangents to S at 
x and y which are parallel. If [x, y] $ S tken the total variation of the angle ?f the 
,forward derivative in going along S,from x to y (,from tangent to parallel tangent) 
is at least 71. 
(B) lsc d#ers by at most one from the number qf maximal line segments in SC[&e] 
which contain points of R”. (Moreover, lsc is a lower bound for the number of 
vertices in tke shortest curve when the shortest curve is polygonal.) 
(C) Suppose tkat at some intermediate stage in the determination qf SC [.?, e], the list 
qf known points (in order) along this curve is S= x0, x1, , xc _ 1, xc = E Fix j < [ 
and assume that B*(Xj)#B*(Xj+l). Then B*(xj)#B*(xk) for any k for which 
j+ 1 <k<<. Similarly, B*(.~j+,)#B*(.~i)fbr 1 <i<j. 
These facts will be used below without direct reference. The remainder of the proof is 
given to a sample of the arguments establishing (I), (2) or (3) in the various cases 
involved in JORDANPATH. 
Suppose JORDANPATH and POLYPATH coincide and that POLYPATH(s, e) = 
s,x,,...,x;,e, with c>3. (See the last paragraph of Section 3.8.) If B*(s)#B*(xZ)# 
B*(e) then B*(x~) is a new B*. If, however, B*(x,)=B*(s) then we have B*(x,)= 
B*(xz) whence APRI:;~~. Finally, if B*(x,)=B*(e) then B*(x2)=B*(x3) whence 
A;RI::>X. 
At the end of Case 1.1, when JORDANPATH(s,e)=s,p,z,q,e, either B*(z)=B*(p) 
(in which case A,,l;3n) or B*(z)=B*(q) (in which case AJf>n) or, finally, B*(z) is 
a new B*. 
In the penultimate paragraph of Case 1.2.1 we have JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, @, z, e. 
If B*(s)#B*(z)#B*(e) then B*(z) is a new B*. If B*(s)=B*(z) then B*(z)=B*(fi) 
whence dsc153dscl;3~. It remains to consider the situation in which B*(s)# 
B*(z) = B*(e). Let [x, y] be a subinterval of [p, Q] for which (x, y) c R” and both x and 
y belong to 8R. It follows from the separation Theorem 2.10 that SC[s, e] does not 
cross [x, y]. (It may touch.) Now z belongs to a down intrusion of CE[@,g]. If 
B*(z)=B*(e), as hypothesized, then B*(e)lfcSC[s,e]. Evidently, though, B*(e)/: 
must cross some such [x, y], not just touch it. This contradiction forces B*(z) # B*(e), 
so that this situation cannot, in fact, occur. 
At the end of the second full paragraph of Case 1.2.2 we let JORDANPATH (s, e) = 
s, p’, q’, e. Note that q’$B*(s) by construction. Observe that q’$B*(e) either. (Indeed, 
[p’,q’] nB*(e)=0 by construction of T’.) It follows that B*(q’) is a new B*. 
In Case 2.2.2, if [y,, ym] c R, then JORDANPATH(s, e)=s, xi, y,,,, y”, x2, e. Since 
[ym,ym]cSC[s,e] in this case, [ymrym] is a type (2) segment. If CE[y,,,, y”] has both 
up and down intrusions then JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, x1, y,, z, y”, x2, e. Since both 
ym and y” belong to SC [s, e], so does Z. If B*(s)#B*(z)#B*(e) then B*(z) is a new B*. 
If B*(z)=B*(s) then B*(z)=B*(y,) and, hence, dsc~~,,,>rc. Finally, if B*(z)=B*(e) 
then B*(z)=B*(y”‘) and d,cll:“l>~. 
If CE[J,,, y”] has only down intrusions and B*(J!“)= B*(e) and POLY- 
PATH(y,, y”‘) produces two (or more) intermediate points ~r and z2, then JORDAN- 
PATH(s, e)=s, z1,z2, y”‘, e. Note that if B*(zl)=B*(z2) then .4sclf?>~. If, however, 
B*(z,)#B*(z2) then either B*(-_2)#B*(y”) (in which case B*(z,) is a new B*) 
or B*(z,)=B*(y”) in which case dscIZ”>rt, since T and T(z) are parallel by 
construction. 
The following situation is discussed towards the end of Case 2.2.2: CE [ym, y”] has 
only down intrusions, B*(y”)= B*(r), POLYPATH(jl,, y’“) =ym, Z, y”, B*(z)= B*(s), 
and JORDANPATH(s, e) = s, y,, y’“, e. As indicated there, 
Observe that the evaluation of JORDANPATH(y,,,,y”‘) falls under the aegis of 
Case 1. Hence, though no subset of type (l), (2) or (3) was produced in the evaluation 
of JORDANPATH(s,e), at least one such subset will be produced in the subsequent 
evaluation of JORDANPATH(j>,,y”‘). The factor of 2 in the complexity statement is 
due to this exceptional case. 11 
4. Shortest curves in multiply connected regions in R2 
An algorithm for finding shortest curves joining given points of a multiply connec- 
ted region M with curved boundary may be developed by mimicking the well known 
Lozano-Perez and Wesley algorithm [ 121 for regions with piecewise linear boundary. 
The extra difficulties encountered when the boundary is curved are substantially offset 
by Theorem 2.13 (see also Definition 2.12 and Fig. 3). The proof of Theorem 2.13 and 
the details of the algorithm will appear in [2]. Observe that the notions of pointwise 
convex and pointwise concave subsets of the boundary can be carried over to the 
context of multiply connected regions without change. However, assumptions A2 and 
A3 must be replaced by the following assumption. 
A4. The region M can be written in the form R, \ U ((Ri)“: I <i < m), where R. and 
each Ri is a Jordan region, Rin Rj=@ if i #j, 1 <i, j<rn, and Ric(R,)‘- for each 
i between 1 and m. The boundary of M is the union of finitely many connected closed 
subsets. B1, . . . . kJvv, the BiS appearing in a given connected component of iiM being 
listed consecutively and in the order in which they appear in a traverse of that 
component keeping M on the left. Any two Bis overlap at most at their endpoints. 
Each singleton set which is a maximal pointwise convex subset of 3M is in this list. 
The other sets in the list are either pointwise convex or pointwise concave subsets of 
iM. Furthermore, C’g through Cx, C,, Cl, C3, and C6 are each finite. (C,* (C,) is the 
complexity of computing the arclength along a given maximal pointwise convex 
subset of C7M (along a pointwise convex subset of Bi) between given points. The other 
Cis and C*s were described in Section 2.2.) 
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The end result of such modification is as follows: 
Theorem 4.1. Let M he a multiply connected region in RZ satisfying the conditions of 
assumption A4, and let S and .Z he given points of M. Then a shortest curve in M joining 
these two points can be constructed in the lesser of 0(N2(NC1C2+Cs)) and 
O({N*}*(N*CTCT+Cs*)) time. 
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